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ACOUSTIC PRODUCT

2 pane 10mm sashless vertical sliders
in timber frames (new or existing)

(acoustic secondary)
A
SS
(outside view)

with aluminium covers
vertical section A-A

A

head (by others)

existing or new primary
window (i.e. awning,
casement, double hung
or fixed glass)

pulley and cord arrangement

distance between glass
panes optimised for
acoustic performance
(50-100mm typical)

glass height
= (opening + 30mm) / 2
gives a 50mm overlap

aneeta opening size

aneeta acoustic units can
either be used as stand
alone units, or are more
commonly fitted as
secondary units to existing
or new windows.

*

10mm lapseals
10mm toughened or laminated glass

They can be fitted into the
frame or reveals of other
types of windows, on either
the inside or outside face

standard handle (clear acrylic)

They have been NATA
tested to australian
standards as specified on
the Sydney Aircraft noise
Insulation Project (SANIP),
STC achieved up to 32
(stand alone sashless unit)

acoustc channel used
at head and sill

sill (by others)

Fitted as a secondary
window would achieve a
combined STC higher than
this (>40)
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ACOUSTIC PRODUCT

date:

2 pane 10mm sashless vertical sliders
in timber frames (new or existing)

(acoustic secondary)

with aluminium covers
horizontal section B-B

SS
(outside view)

B

aneeta acoustic units can either be used as stand alone units, or are more commonly fitted as
secondary units to existing or new windows.
They can be fitted into the frame or reveals of other types of windows, on either the inside or
outside face.
They have been NATA tested to australian standards as specified on the Sydney Aircraft noise
Insulation Project (SANIP), STC achieved up to 32 (stand alone sashless unit).
Fitted as a secondary window would achieve a combined STC higher than this ( >40 ).

*

existing or new primary window
(i.e. awning, casement, double
hung or fixed glass)

outside

distance between glass
panes optimised for
acoustic performance
(50-100mm typical)

aneeta opening size

new aneeta secondary acoustic
window
(shown here with 10mm glass)

inside

lock (optional)
jamb (by others)
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